Introduction
Video streaming over wireless ad-hoc networks containing mobile nodes is a quite complicated task because existing transport and routing protocols are not well suited for such task. Video transport is very sensitive to packet delay and packet loss, but in mobile ad hoc wireless networks (MANET) links could be frequently interrupted due to node mobility, interference, channel fading etc. Use of MANETs is increasing and demand for multimedia services is expected to grow significantly in future. Therefore development of robust coding and transport methods maintaining QoS, as well as efficient routing protocols is important.
In 802.11 standard MAC level transport protocol uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) method. This collision avoidance method as a side effect may prevent possibly successful data transmission events as well. This degrades delay time and data transmission rate which are very important parameters to maintain QoS in video streaming.
To improve network throughput there are made attempts to use adaptive algorithms to update a Carrier Sense threshold values after any change of network topology or other circumstances [1, 2] . Some feedback from physical or network layers is needed to evaluate situation and update threshold value. Interference level can be monitored and communicated between neighboring nodes to choose some optimum Carrier Sense (CS) threshold value which is a minimum value from all offered values [1] . Algorithm K-APCS [2] is seeking for optimum CS using throughput and frame loss rate as criteria. 802.11k radio resource measurements are used to obtain information for throughput and frame loss calculation. Still adaptive SC is not an ideal solution because a rate of packet collisions may increase.
To improve robustness of video coding it is possible to split one video stream in multiple parallel sub-streams. Multiple description coding (MDC) method [3] creates robust representations of video data streams suitable for transmission over the networks suffering from packet loss. Video can be decoded from any of parallel sub-streams (descriptions). Quality improves if all streams could be received and decoded.
There are also some other Multistream Video Coding (MVC) methods [4] [5] [6] [7] used for MultiPath Transport (MPT) of video streams.
In this paper we attempt to introduce multi-path routing combined with adaptive carrier sense range thus minimizing mutual interference caused by neighboring nodes still keeping low level of collision rate.
In first section are analyzed main methods for video signal separation in multiple streams. In following two sections is described tuning of Carrier Sense to optimum threshold and how to combine it with multipath routing. In fourth section are presented simulation results and discussion.
Video Separation in Multiple Streams
Video transport (streaming) over mobile ad hoc wireless networks is very challenging because links are very unstable and it is difficult to maintain QoS. There are several approaches attempting to maintain QoS in video transport (streaming) in MANETs.
Multipath transport provides an extra degree of freedom in designing error resilient video coding and transport schemes. The general architecture for multi path transport of video streams [4] is presented in Fig. 1 . At the sender site, the raw video is compressed by a multi-stream encoder into M streams. Then the streams are partitioned and assigned to K paths by a traffic allocator. These paths are maintained by a multipath routing protocol. When the flows arrive at the receiver site, they are first put into a resequencing buffer to restore the original order. Finally, the video data are extracted from the re-sequencing buffer to be decoded and displayed. Finding of y not be easy b blem must be t ure that node h nodes from ween every tw ater than i venting local se exposed no h interference.
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In the first scenario both streams are sent over joint path as shown in Fig. 8 . Simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . In Fig. 9 we can see that RTS/CTS packet exchange notably degrades network performance because it causes additional load by occupying channel. Although RTS/CTS reduces number of collisions it can't eliminate them fully because still there remain hidden nodes.
As we can see in Fig. 9 there is one optimal PCS range when throughput is the largest. At this point tradeoff between hidden and exposed nodes is reached. In our experiment that's the CS range which covers two neighbors in radius (90 meters).
As it was expected MAC collision rate decreases if we increase CS range and reaches 0 when all nodes are covered (Fig.10) .
In the second scenario each stream is sent separately (Fig 11) . In such way the load on forwarding nodes located between 0 and 5 should be decreased. Drawback is that still there remain bottlenecks at the ends of paths because nodes 0 and 5 must handle both streams. As it was presented in previous section, multipath approach won't give any benefit if paths interfere mutually or PCS mechanism disturbs (blocks) nodes from other paths. Two paths must be maximally disjoint and RTS/CTS exchange is switched off. Simulation results are summarized in Fig.  12 and Fig. 13 . Results show that the maximum throughput could be achieved at the smallest PCS range, thus when number of exposed nodes is the smallest. Graph is a step-like because all nodes are arranged regularly. Second peak is at ~80-90 m range when locally per path the optimal PCS range is reached which we observed also in previous scenario with joint path. The highest collision rate is reached at PCS range 65-75m when inter-path disturbance starts. Though collision rate is high network tolerates it and overall performance increases.
Conclusions
Multipath routing may be used to increase network throughput and QoS for video applications in MANETs, if paths are properly selected to minimize mutual interference and other disturbance. Analysis show that using CSMA/CA protocol best results could be achieved with RTS/CTS switched off and adjusted Carrier Sense (CS) threshold level.
It is proposed to combine multipath routing with adaptive CS tuning. Path is selected taking into account interference and then CS range must be dynamically adjusted so that inter-path disturbance is prevented. That would allow decrease the distance between paths, thus making path selection easier. Results of the network simulation with NS2 show, that such approach may increase network throughput by 60% if compared to single path data transfers.
Further more detailed investigation is needed on how to implement this approach in routing protocols to arrange adaptive tuning.
